
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND

INNOVATION

Entrepreneurship cannot survive without innovation. I mean it can, but then it isn't entrepreneurship according to me. It's
just business.

At the same time, the popularity of entrepreneurship varies during different level of economic development.
The money supply for the creativity will build competition in the market and will promote SME sector to
come up with more innovations and ideas which will affect 4 positively on the society as a whole. What is the
difference between Innovation and Entrepreneurship? Schumpeter defined entrepreneurship as a creative
response to potential opportunity and innovation means creating something original, innovative and significant
that makes difference in a market or society Frankelius,  Copying or posting is an infringement of copyright.
Furthermore, it is suggested that an entrepreneur should concentrate on innovation and perform sustainably in
order to generate competitive advantages and boost economic development. However both the factors i.
SPARK program was incepted by a Dean of business school, Vice chancellor and an internal champion came
up with this idea to develop the knowledge into potential wealth through entrepreneurship. They differ from
large companies in this way, who concentrate more on patents and opt to research and innovate in risk free
explored zones. At the same time, sustainability, which is always combined with entrepreneurship, innovation
and economic development frequently arises in government policies or academic research, is another popular
topic now. Innovations give them the feedback of their activity, promote them and create the urge and
stimulate the new individuals to shift as an entrepreneur. This reduces economies of scale, increases in import
competitions and provided improved structures of vertical integration. Therefore the inventor or the
entrepreneur attempts all these tasks in the firms for proving the viability of his idea. Once the institutions are
strong, they can offer better packages and incentives to the entrepreneurs with viable projects which can
ultimately result is higher productivity and economic development. Innovation always does not mean
invention. List of Tables 4. This would not have occurred in their absence and growth would not be in the
same pace as it is. His idea generated when the internet was strongly merging, therefore he had the advantage
of being successful as it is unlikely that there were many other businesses on the internet that offered this
service. Entrepreneurs set up business on the opportunity identified and run it profitably. Define core
competencies and explain how they provide the foundation for business strategy. Entrepreneurship begins with
innovation. What is Innovation? Innovation can bring improvement in the existing product so giving a higher
position to an entrepreneur will boost his confidence and morale to make new innovation s. Another
econometric cram of the US telephone industry by Gort and Sung uttered that greater efficiency in the industry
is produced by increased competition. It is mentioned in the Section 2 that entrepreneurship has positive
effects on innovation and economic development. In addition, the will of individuals to take risk to be an
entrepreneur is reduced because of the improvement of secured income Iyigun and Owen,  In so doing, various
topics of consideration have been identified and studied. As they say the biggest asset of a nation is social
capital and this confidence can be spreaded among the nation through promoting and challenging their
intellect to come up with an idea. Mainoma, Ph. This program is about enterprise and innovation. Noticing a
phenomenon that when the bag of vacuum is full, the suction became inefficient, Dyson devised the idea of
producing a non-bag vacuum cleaner that promotes efficiency and convenience. Innovation means introducing
something new. Thus, in this way, innovation is a must for entrepreneurship. In factor-driven stage, the
economy of a country is primarily driven by abundant and low-cost labor and natural resources. Pierre
Omidyar has an obvious entrepreneurial trait as he identified a business idea that consumers have been looking
for. From their expectation with the returns from product by innovation, these individuals decide to launch
new firms. Later, in innovation-driven stage, innovation is an essential element of economic development.
This definition demonstrates that entrepreneurship is an outcome of an act of a person who has a particular
quality. The above figure shows the relationship between entrepreneurship and economic development with
respect to their stages. In this case, NIKE derives competitive advantages from its sustainable management.
For these reasons, sustainability boosts innovation and economic development through enterprise
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performance. According to the definition, the objective of sustainability is to maintain an environment that
assures to sustain the development of human beings.


